While Fortnite has been dominating the world, for those parents who have a teen
gamer the word Discord may have been floating around.
What is Discord?
Age Rating 13+
Discord is a free voice, video and text app used predominantly in the gaming
world.
It consists of a collation of servers – large and small – designed by the users of the app, each with their
own rules designed by the individual who created them. The purpose is to build private, invitation-only
groups. These can be as large or as small as the moderator of that Discord community decides to allow
In Discord, it all depends on who you want to have in your particular server -they are all invite only.
Some individuals chose to post links (invitations) to the general population via YouTube, or Steam –
allowing for a large community to be created.
Others chose to tightly control their Discord community, allowing only friends to be invited, and with
strangers generally prohibited.
As a Discord user, much of the experience had, is shaded by the behaviour and choices made by the
individual.
- Choose who can direct message you
- Choose who can add you as a friend and who you want to add
- Choose what servers you want to join
- Choose whether or not to block another person.
- Choose whether or not control your access to a message containing explicit content. This is done by
using the “Keep me Safe” option. There is the option to control the app further by setting an explicit
content filter that automatically deletes all message content explicit or inappropriate content. Located in
the user settings, there is an option called Privacy and Safety. Locate the "Keep Me Safe" box and check
it.
Spend some time with your teenager working through the privacy and safety options to familiarise
yourself and your child with them.
- Choose who can join your server by sending invites.
- Choose security and verification levels on your server
Discord is an app that makes no bones about the fact that adult content is present. But it is an app that will
make your child take responsibility for their decisions. It is clear what the inappropriate servers are, and
your child will have deliberately joined this server to be exposed to such content. According to the rules
of the app, any content that contains R+18 has a channel that to access means you must declare you are
18+ and therefore safe to view the material.
What gave Discord a really bad reputation
For reasons unknown, Discord prior to 2017 became something of a haven for the alt–right. The
anonymity and privacy for communications allowed the app to be used to develop a huge white
nationalist rally in Charlottesville US in 2017. Since then, the app has been banning and shutting down
ALL account with racist remarks – and this has broken the tide of racial intolerance that was prevalent on
the app.
The app encourages users to screenshot and report any content that might be considered abusive to
abuse@discordapp.com.
Discord is safe for use when your teen understands some of the problems that might arise and has a
solidunderstand of internet behaviour rules – block an individual if necessary, report abuse and leave a
Discord server if any individual is making you uncomfortable, don’t use your real name online, never
provide a contact number or an address, and be cautious about who you allow to be a member of your
server.

If you have any questions please get in touch: wecanhelp@safeonsocial.com

